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Clearance Wisley Single Sconce - Rustic Plain - Frosted Clear Glass - Pewter Galaxy 
Green
Wall Light Ski Cabin Style

 

DESCRIPTION

The Wisley Triple Sconce Rustic Plain features 3 cylindrical glass shades to cover 3 standard medium-based bulbs. The 
glass is available in either frosted clear or tea stain. Named after an English garden, this simple yet elegant sconce is ideal 
for anyone looking to incorporate stylish rustic contemporary lighting in their log home, cabin or northwood lodge-themed 
room. ADA compliant.

Pictured in Finish #02-Rust Patina with Frosted Cylinder Glass.

Note: We cannot guarantee that lights found in our Clearance Section will match a similar light ordered at the regular prices. 
This is because designs change over time, and finishes are done by hand and vary from day to day. However, when the 
Stock on Hand shows more than one light for the same Product No., all lights with this Product No. will match each other 
very closely. Also, there are no substitutions for the clearance lights and there are no additional discounts for the clearance 
lights, i.e., trade, dealer, contractor or coupon codes. Sorry, 30% off is the limit.

PLEASE NOTE:
This photo is just to show the light style, not the finish or glass you will be getting. Feel free to look at the finish and glass 
choices at the bottom of this page to see your options. 

SPECIFICATIONS

DIMENSIONS (in.) 8h x 4w x 4e x 4tm
LAMPING Takes 1 - Type C (candelabra style) bulb - 60W max.
WEIGHT (lbs.) 4
BACKPLATE SIZE (in.) 8 x 4.25
UL LISTING Damp+Dry Locations
ADD'L RATINGS ADA Compliant

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS OPEN INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS PDF FILE

Click for More information on these terms.

Product No.: 0036-A6-1

List Price: $278.00
Price: $180.00
You Save: $98.00 (35%)

Product URL: https://www.avalanche-ranch.com/lighting/shop/Wall-Light-Ski-Cabin-Style-Clearance-Wisley-Single-Sconce-Rustic-Plain-Frosted-Clear-Glass-Pewter-Galaxy-Green-
p208787.htm
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